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This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful of panicky survivors choose sides -- or are chosen. A world in which good rides on the frail shoulders of the 108-year-old Mother Abigail -- and the worst nightmares of evil are embodied in a man with a lethal smile and unspeakable powers: Randall Flagg, the dark man.

In 1978 Stephen King published The Stand, the novel that is now considered to be one of his finest works. But as it was first published, The Stand was incomplete, since more than 150,000 words had been cut from the original manuscript.

Now Stephen King's apocalyptic vision of a world blasted by plague and embroiled in an elemental struggle between good and evil has been restored to its entirety. The Stand : The Complete And Uncut Edition includes more than five hundred pages of material previously deleted, along with new material that King added as he reworked the manuscript for a new generation. It gives us new characters and endows familiar ones with new depths. It has a new beginning and a new ending. What emerges is a gripping work with the scope and moral comlexity of a true epic.

For hundreds of thousands of fans who read The Stand in its original version and wanted more, this new edition is Stephen King's gift. And those who are reading The Stand for the first time will discover a triumphant and eerily plausible work of the imagination that takes on the issues that will determine our survival.     
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Blender Cycles: Materials and Textures Cookbook, Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 40 practical recipes to create stunning materials and textures using the Cycles rendering engine with Blender


	About This Book

	
		Create realistic material shaders by understanding the fundamentals of material creation in Cycles
	
		Quickly make impressive projects production-ready using the...
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Communications Systems and NetworksHungry Minds, 2000
Packed with diagrams and illustrations, Communications & Systems delivers plain-English explanations of all the technical fundamentals -- and puts everything in context by addressing standards, regulations, and the real-world outlook for legacy, contemporary, and emerging technologies. In this unique overview, Ray Horak lucidly...
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Social Semantics: The Search for Meaning on the Web (Semantic Web and Beyond)Springer, 2012

	Social Semantics: The Search for Meaning on the Web provides a unique introduction to identity and reference theories of the World Wide Web, through the academic lens of philosophy of language and data-driven statistical models. The Semantic Web is a natural evolution of the Web, and this book covers the URL-based Web architecture...
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Total English. IntermediatePearson Education, 2011

	* Over 50% new material * New DVD material with Film Bank on the Active Book disc * New Writing Bank which makes writing a fun and engaging activity * Pronunciation Bank gives students phonetic examples of unit vocabulary Active Book is the digital version of the Students' Book with interactive activities * Easy navigation of the...
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Tor And The Dark Net: Learn To Avoid NSA Spying And Become Anonymous Online (Dark Net, Tor, Dark Web, Tor Books) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Use This Information To Avoid Being Spied By The Government Today!


	If you’ve ever heard outrageous stories about online illegal drug stores, hit men for hire, celebrities busted for child porn, mad scientific experiments, and Illuminati rituals, you’ve probably heard of the “dark web”, alternatively called...
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Jira 8 Administration Cookbook: Over 90 recipes to administer, customize, and extend Jira Core and Jira Service Desk, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build customized solutions that fulfil your business requirements using the latest features of Jira 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to customize Jira applications to suit your organizational requirements
	
			Extend Jira's capabilities for custom integrations with other products...
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